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Gameland’s “Sample to Success”

“Sample to Success” tells the tale of an ordinary, hard-working individual becoming a 
professional board game designer through hard work and e�ort.  The game features worker 
placement, resource management and player interaction, as the players compete to be the �rst 
to establish themselves as the lead designer in the industry.

The Game Includes 

Set Up

Game Phases

1 Game Board  x1
2 Player Mat  x4
3 First Player Marker   x1

4 Action Cards  x18
5 Prototype Cards  x18
6 $1 Coins (all 4 shapes)  x28

7 Meeples  x12

9 Die  x1

8 Cubes  x16

1. Place the game board at the center of a table.

2. Each player chooses a color Player Mat and three meeples of the same color (placing one meeple on the score tracker at the 
starting zero position).  Each player also takes 4 resource cubes matching their player color and places them in the zero slots on 
their player mat.

3. Shu�e the Prototype cards, randomly deal each player a Prototype card, and place the remaining Prototype cards at the 
bottom of the game board creating the Prototype deck.

4. Deal from the Prototype deck to the Prototype Alley (marked at the bottom of the game board) a number of cards equal to the 
number of players.

5. Shu�e the Action cards and place them next to the game board.

6. The person who made a design recently receives the First Player Marker and $1. Then, in a clockwise order, the 2nd player 
receives $2, the 3rd player receives $3, and the 4th player receives $4.

Place Meeples Phase: Starting with the �rst player, each player places one meeple anywhere available on the game board.  Play 
continues clockwise until all meeples have been placed.

Take Meeples (& Perform Optional Actions) Phase: Once all meeples have been place, starting with the �rst player, each player 
takes back one or both of their meeples on the board (except from the Project location)

The �rst player to place a meeple at any resource location (Inspiration, Design, Art, Manufacturer) may do so for free.
Anytime a player is the 2nd to place their meeple on one of the 4 resource location, they must pay $1 to the supply to do so.
No resource location may contain more than 2 meeples.

A player can take choose to leave meeples on the board if the wish.
A player can take back their meeples in any order.
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Board Actions

Optional Actions

Game End

Note: A Craft item can be used as any 2 resources when meeting the requirements for a Prototype Card.

When a meeple is removed from the board, the Board Action associated with the location of the meeple can be taken (see 
below for available Board Actions).

During a player’ s turn they may also choose to perform any number of Optional Actions (see below for available Optional 
Actions).

Re�ll Prototype Alley: Draw cards from the Prototype Deck until Prototype Alley is �lled with appropriate number of cards.

Assign First Player: The player whose meeple was furthest right at the Crowdfunding location receives the First Player Marker.

Players Pay Wages: All players must pay $2 to the supply, as wages for their workers.  For each dollar that a player cannot (or 
does not) pay, they lose ne victory point on the Victory Point Tracker.

Clean Up Phase

Resource Locations (Inspiration, Design, Art, Manufacturer)
The �rst meeple placed at each location costs a player nothing.  However, if a player chooses to place their meeple in the second 
space, they must pay $1 to do so.
For each meeple a player removes from one of these locations, they roll the resource die.  Below are the possible results:

Visit GameLand Booth
When a player removes their meeple from this location they may increase the value of two di�erent resources on their player mat 
by 1.  (It is not allowed to increase the same resource’s value by 2).

Crowdfunding
Players place meeples starting at the left most spot, with one meeple going in each of the �rst two spots.  Any number of meeples 
may be placed in the 3rd spot (furthest right).  However, meeples are placed in order from left to right.  At the end of the round 
(before players take back their meeples) the player with the meeple furthest to the right will receive the First Player Marker during 
the Clean Up Phase and will be �rst player for the following round. 

Prototype
The �rst player to place a meeple at this location places it in the top spot.  Subsequent meeples are placed in the next available 
spot below.
The Prototype location is not activated until all player’ s meeples have been removed from all other locations.  Then, starting with 
the player whose meeple is in the �rst (top) spot at this location and proceeding down the track, a player may remove their meeple 
to choose a Prototype card from the Prototype Alley.  The card is not replaced in the Prototype Alley until the Clean Up Phase.

Complete Prototype Card
If a player has the required resources, listed on their project card, they may complete a Prototype Card.  When this is done, the 
player lays it to the right of their Player Mat.  They deduct the appropriate number of each resource by moving their cubes on their 
Player Mat and then earn the indicated rewards of money as well as moving up the Victory Point Tracker.

The round in which any player achieves 15 or more victory points is the �nal round of the game.
After the round is complete, the player with the most victory points is the winner.
Tie breakers:
1.)Player with the most completed Prototype Cards                    2.)Player with the most money
If players are still tied, they share the victory.

Play Action Card: A player may play one Action Card from their hand and ful�ll the results.

During a player’ s turn during the Take Meeples Phase, they can choose to take any of the following actions in any order.  Each 
action can be taken at most once.

Increase the resource corresponding 
to the location by the amount rolled.

Increase the resource corresponding to the location 
by the amount rolled AND draw on Action Card.

Take one Craft
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Telescoping  Box Magnetic �ip top box Book shaped box 

Vector artwork is preferred. We can also accept PSD,JPG, and TIFF �les with resolution higher than 300 DPI.
Make sure pure black(C:0% M:0% Y:0% K:0%) is applied to all black elements.

Margin & Bleed: please make sure there is 3mm margin and 3mm bleeding out of die cut.

sales@gamelandcn.com

Die cuts must be in vector �le and in a separate layer. Gameland can also provide templates of all kinds pf die cut layout.

Thank you for considering Gameland!
No matter what stage you are at with your design…we are ready to help. You can use this 
design guide to learn more about our artwork requirements and manufacturing 
procedures. The rest of the sample box will give you a basic sampling of things you will 
probably use in the manufacturing of your design and is even playable as a game about 
the process of becoming a published designer!
Now….together let's make your design a reality!

James Ying
CEO, Gameland
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Visit www.gamelandcn.com and download template. Then paste your own artwork on  corresponding panels.

210x130x40 mm 205x125x40 mm

A very economical option for a card game.
Ask us for die cut templates for di�erent card sizes.

Special-shaped box Tin box Corrugated box
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A game board is primary component of your game. Available in various fold such as: 1/1 , 1/2 , 1/3 , 1/4 , 1/6.

Option 1: Groove on board (also known as a "valley" type board )

Option 2: Without-groove on board (also know as a "Euro-cut" board )

For foldable game boards, you will see groove between two connected boards, usually 5mm in wide dimension.

When folded out these types of boards show no "valley" as they are cut as one board almost through the 
board and then reinforced.

Maximum you can have 800 x 1100mm for one piece of game board.
Otherwise, you will have to separate the game board into 2 or more pieces if your design is larger than that size.

Please specify your requests if you need to print on backside of the game board,
or it will be presumed to be with black paper.

Cards are considered a core game component. Gameland o�ers various options of card size. Custom sizes and shapes
are also available upon request.
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Please make sure all cards are named correctly and are easy for us to match.

A cost e�ective option to represent a miniature. 
With a clear plastic stand, it will be much nicer. 
Punch board is a cost e�ective option for tokens, 
coins, puzzle blocks, and game board.



Wooden components have a 
higher level of customization 
than other materials.

The picture shows some of the 
customized wooden tokens.
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Special treatment has a deviation of 1-2mm because of production tolerance. You can adjust your design to avoid this kind of issue.
Foil stamping, Spot UV (very glossy coating), and Linen �nish are some of the things we can add to your game to make it stand out.

You can design all game components (wood, plastic, metal) as a �at icon with detailed dimensional information. 

De�ne your colors using the Pantone Matching System (PMS).

Please note that the minimum width of printing we can achieve is 1mm.

Feel free to submit your own customized design. Just submit your idea to our R&D department to get detailed advice.



Silk Printing Heat Transfer Printing UV Printing

3D Drawing 3D Sample

Common printing options for wooden accessories For the design and production process of plastic components, GAMELAND o�ers ODM services for 
plastic accessories.

Mold ManufacturingEnd Product
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Plastic Components



1.Select the proper size of the blank. 2.Printing on the side. 3.Printing on the front and back.

Ceramic chips can use sublimition printing, so it can be full customized.

Resin component

R e s i n  co m p o n e nt s  h ave  a  
lower customized cost than 
miniatures, can be colored, and 
are suitable for small quantity.
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Metal can be used for coins, custom game pieces and miniatures.
Please send us your �at design for metal design, and our metal coin designer will convert then into embossed e�est.

Plastic miniatures are usually added to board games as an optional accessory.
Here, GAMELAND presents an example of how we can take your idea from a simple concept to the �nal product.
As for samples, there are 2 options according to the mold di�culty levels and speci�c quantity.
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The following is an option if the mold is neither complicatad nor has a large quantity.
It costs less on both the design and sample.

Provide us pictures with dimensions

We will engrave an initial mold,
then make and �ne tune / �nalize a mock-up sample

Spray painting for the character color
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Make a duplicates of the digital sample for the 
master model

Each miniature can be assembled 
in a custom plastic tray.

with a serise of complex chemical, 

electrical and physical processes. The 

whole cycle of machinery operation 

takes around 30days . In order to 

improve the accuracy, modi�cations 

may be nessesary. Finally, we produce a 

pre-production sample to con�rm the 

quality before mass production.

assemblygood

Sometimes some additional trimming and polishing may 
be nessesary to make you �gures look exactly as modeled.



Wooden dice Plastic dice Dice with sticker

Heat transfer printed dice

Mold Pour of plastic Polishing

Melamine dice Metal dice

Acrylic production process

Dice
Dice are one of the most important accessories in board games. GAMELAND can give customers very professional advice 
from design to production. The most commonly used materials for dice are melamine, acrylic, resin and wood. Please 
feel free to ask us if you have any design problems. 
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sales@gamelandcn.com



Silk printingDrop paint Heat transfer printing

Plastic tray

1.Design placement scheme. 2.Handmade sample (plaster mold) 3.Mold manufacturing
(brass mold/aluminum mold)

Paper tray

Main coloring ways for dice

Box tray

Plastic tray process

Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of paper tray and plastic tray
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The paper tray has low development cost and can be printed in color, but the storage function is limited. 

The color of the blister is a single color and the mold adds more expense but the storage function is excellent.



Licensed ProductsOriginal Design
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OEM Products
Regular Material For Each Component
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Components Option-1 Option-2 Option-3 Option-4 Option-5 Option-6

Game Box

Game Board

Cards

PunchBoard

Rulebook

Miniatures

Insdie Tray

Die

Bag

Metal Coin

Wooden
Components

Plastic
Component

1mm Thickness Grey Board
Surface Paper:157gsm Artpaper

1.2mm Thickness Grey Board
Surface Paper:157gsm Artpaper

1.5mm Thickness Grey Board
Surface Paper:157gsm Artpaper

1.8mm Thickness Grey Board
Surface Paper:157gsm Artpaper

2mm Thickness Grey Board
Surface Paper:157gsm Artpaper

280gsm Blue Core Paper 300gsm Artpaper  (standard) 350gsm Artpaper 310gsm Chinese Black 
Core Paper

310gsm Imported Black 
Core Paper

80gsm O�set Paper 100gsm O�set Paper 120gsm O�set Paper 105gsm Artpaper 128gsm Artpaper 157gsm Artpaper (standard）

PVC (standard) PS ABS Resin

PS (standard) PS (standard) PVC Acrylic ResinPP

PS (standard) PVC PET PAPER  （standard）

Acrylic  (standard) Resin Wood

Cotton (standard) Oxford Fabric Velvet Flax

Zinc Alloy (standard) Copper Stainless Steel Iron

Beech wood (standard) Pine wood Plywood (standard) MDF Grass Tree Wood

1.5mm Grey Board        
Surface Paper:Front Side 

157gsm Artpaper+Back Side 
Black Speciality Paper

2mm Grey Board            
Surface Paper: Front Side 

157gsm Artpaper+Back Side 
Black Speciality Paper   

(standard)

1.5mm Grey Board       
Surface Paper: Two Sides 

157gsm Artpaper

2mm Grey Board           
Surface Paper: Two Sides 

157gsm Artpaper

250gsm CCNB+1mm 
Thickness Grey 

Board+250gsm CCNB

250gsm CCNB+2.5mm 
Thickness Grey 

Board+250gsm CCNB

250gsm artpaper+1.5mm
Thicknes greyboard

+25gsm artpaper

250gsm CCNB+1.5mm 
Thickness Grey Board+250gsm 

CCNB  （standard）

(standard)



 


